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Mechanical control MCRT

MCRT

Your task is to investigate a paper punch, nail clippers and a 
clothes peg so that you can label the diagrams on the ‘Everyday 
levers diagram sheet’ with the following information:

• The position and direction of the input (the effort). 

 Use an arrow like this      (input)

• The position of the fulcrum.

 Use a triangle like this      or this     

• The position and direction of the output (the load). 

 Use arrows like  (input) or      (output)

Note down whether the lever is a force multiplier or a distance 
multiplier.
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Understanding levers

Student’s Book:
Using cranks, levers and 
linkages
pages 202-5

Time available:
30 minutes

You will learn:
How to find levers in everyday 
objects and explain what they 
do.

You will need:
Your workbook

Pencil

Clothes peg

Nail clippers

Paper punch

‘Everyday levers diagrams 
sheet’   

❏ 

❏ 

❏ 

❏ 

❏ 

❏ 

What to do

1 Examine the paper punch. Try punching some paper without 
using the handle – just by pushing on the punch rods. Can 
you do it? Now try doing it using the handle. Can you feel a 
difference? What changes in the design would make it easier 
to punch holes in paper?

What to write

• Label the paper punch diagram on the ‘Everyday levers diagrams sheet’.

• Is the handle a force multiplier or a distance multiplier?
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What to do

2  Examine the nail clippers. Try clipping a nail 

 without using the handle – just by squeezing on 

 the cutters. Feel how hard you have to press. 

 Now try doing it using the handle, Can you feel 

 a difference? What changes in the design would 

 make it easier to clip nails?

What to write

• Label the nail clipper diagram on the ‘Everyday levers diagrams 
sheet’.

• Is the handle a force multiplier or a distance multiplier? 

• Is the cutter a force multiplier or a distance multiplier?

What to do

3  Examine the clothes peg. Try opening and closing it. Feel how

 hard you have to press to open it and how tightly it grips 

 on your finger. What changes in the design would 

 make it easier to open? What changes in the 

 design would make it grip more tightly?

What to write

• Label the clothes peg diagram on the ‘Everyday levers diagrams 
sheet’. 

• Is the lever acting as a force multiplier or as a distance multiplier?
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Everyday levers disgrams sheet

Label each diagram with the input (effort), fulcrum and output (load).
Decide whether the levers are force multipliers or distance multipliers.

Paper punch

Nail clippers

Clothes peg

This lever is acting as a

This lever is acting as a

This lever is acting as a

This lever is acting as a multiplier

multiplier

multiplier

multiplier




